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Individual configurations obtained from molecular dynamics have been combined with the computation of
x-ray absorption near-edge structure ~XANES! spectra to obtain a theoretical estimation of the spectrum
corresponding to a system in a condensed medium lacking long-range order. The influence of the different
geometries on the spectrum is studied. The results obtained indicate that the reproduction of the features of the
XANES spectrum requires a good sampling of geometrical arrangements. As a test case, an aqueous solution
of Cr(H2O)631 was selected, since its simulation reproduces well structural results. The contribution of the
second hydration shell on the shape of the spectrum was determined.
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X-ray-absorption spectra ~XAS! have been typically split
into an energy region close to the edge, termed x-ray-
absorption near-edge structure or XANES, and a region
above the edge, which is called extended x-ray-absorption
fine structure ~EXAFS!. The XANES spectrum is known to
be sensitive to both geometrical properties, such as local
symmetry around the absorber atom and electronic proper-
ties, such as the formal oxidation state, but unlike for the
EXAFS region,1 at present no broadly accepted theory has
been developed to establish a direct relationship between
structure and spectrum. Over the last years, efforts have been
undertaken to understand the relationship between XANES
spectra and geometry around the absorber atom.2–4 A large
number of papers in the fields of physics, chemistry, and
materials science have used these spectra as a fingerprint or
to establish qualitative correlations between a given feature
and a structural parameter.5 Nevertheless the modeling of
XANES spectra in condensed matter lacking long-range or-
der, such as biological media, ionic solutions, glasses, super-
critical fluids, or three-way catalysts, has usually been quite
crude due to several approximations. On one hand, studies
around absorber atoms usually consider either the environ-
ment formed by the first coordination shell or an approxi-
mately regular arrangement of neighbors. Usually, the latter
has been achieved by building clusters of growing size using
crystallographic parameters, quantum-chemical optimiza-
tions, or a variety of other strategies.6–8 But shells beyond
the first one are not accounted for realistically in systems
without long-range order. On the other hand, discrepancies
can be due to some of the approximations in the quantum-
chemical calculations such as the use of muffin-tin poten-
tials, self-energy approximations, self-consistency, . . . . In
this field sensible progress has been registered over the last
years,9,10 and computer programs are becoming readily ac-
cessible. For all these reasons, the matching of XANES ex-
perimental spectra in a disordered phase is a stimulating
challenge whose resolution may provide useful information
not accessible by other means.0163-1829/2001/64~9!/092201~4!/$20.00 64 0922Molecular-dynamics ~MD! configurations might provide
an ideal source of XAS independent structural information.
Although in several articles EXAFS spectra have been gen-
erated based on MD structural data,11,12 only a preliminary
investigation in the XANES region has been published, to
the best of our knowledge.13 Up to now, the calculation of
these spectra was based on the assumption of a single struc-
ture. The purpose of this work is to evaluate the practical
influence of the distribution of geometries on a model spec-
trum and to show that the use of MD can lead to excellent
theoretical spectra. As a representative example of a disor-
dered system, a Cr31-containing aqueous solution was cho-
sen. It is well studied by many techniques and its intrinsic
simplicity makes it a good candidate.14,15 XANES spectra of
the Cr K-edge are calculated by a combination of statistical
and quantum-mechanical calculations. Structures are ob-
tained from MD simulations that use a specially designed
@Cr(H2O)6#31-H2O intermolecular potential, which is able
to deal with the important many-body terms present in the
strong ion-solvent interactions.16 Simulations using this po-
tential have already demonstrated convincing agreement
with experimental structural, energetic, dynamical, and spec-
troscopic results.17,18 The structures are input in the FEFF
program,19 the code to calculate XAS spectra. Results are
compared with an experimental XANES spectrum of a dilute
aqueous Cr(NO3)3 solution recorded as described
elsewhere.21,20
II. METHODS
MD simulations of a system consisting of 1 Cr31
16(H2O) I1512(H2O)bulk were generated using an experi-
mental version ~3.0! of the MOLDY program.22 A flexible hy-
drated ion model was employed such that Cr31-(H2O) I in-
teractions were described by an effective ion-water first-shell
potential including many-body interactions of the whole first
hydration shell,17 whereas @Cr(H2O)6#31-(H2O)bulk interac-
tions were described by the hydrated ion-water potential.16
Bulk water-water interactions were described by the TIP4P
potential. A 1-ns simulation time was generated. These mi-
crocanonical simulations used periodic boundary conditions©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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newly implemented symplectic integration algorithm of the
leapfrog type in the MOLDY program allowed for an in-
creased time step of 2.0 fs. The system was thermalized at
298 K.
A total of 100 snapshots taken every 10 ps was used for
XANES calculations of instantaneous spectra and averaged.
Calculations of the XANES spectra were carried out by
means of version 8.10 of the FEFF program. It was found that
the inclusion of hydrogen atoms was necessary for obtaining
a realistic potential but leads to a sensible degradation of the
spectrum when included as backscatterers. For this reason,
they were not included in the full multiple-scattering ~FMS!
part of the calculation. No adjustable parameter was intro-
duced in the calculation. In the computations presented, two
kinds of oxygen atoms were distinguished, the more per-
turbed first-shell ones, whose treatment needed to be ex-
tended up to an angular moment of l53, and other oxygen
atoms with l52, while one type of hydrogen atom was used.
This procedure was a way to introduce the hydrated ion con-
cept within the theoretical computations of the XAS spectra.
Test calculations have revealed that the spectrum is al-
most unmodified if the selected snapshots are limited by a
cutoff centered around the absorber atom above 6.0 Å. Since
computation time was not a major concern, a safe cutoff of
7.0 Å for oxygen atoms was chosen. A radius of 4.5 Å was
chosen for the self-consistent field potential and for the FMS
paths, ensuring that second-shell oxygen atoms were being
considered in the calculation of the spectrum. A ‘‘muffin-tin’’
potential was applied with an overlapping factor according to
Norman’s criterion of 15%. The broadening of the spectrum
was set to a minimum (21 eV). A noticeable improvement
in the ability to reproduce the experimental XANES spec-
trum is observed when using FEFF 8.10 as compared to the
spectra computed with previous versions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The averaged XANES theoretical spectrum, using the
Hedin-Lundqvist approximation,25 is compared to the experi-
mental one in Fig. 1. The overall agreement of the two spec-
tra is excellent. First of all, the edge position and intensity
were reproduced accurately, and the ‘‘shoulder’’ ~around
6020 eV! was also well reproduced, both in position and
intensity, although the intensity ratio edge/shoulder was
lower than in the experimental case. The hump in the 6050
eV region and the oscillations between 6040 and 6100 eV
were in good agreement as well. Together with a previous
EXAFS study that reproduced the experimental spectrum,23
this study confirms that the structural data from our MD
simulation are fully consistent with XAS spectra. These
structural data are expressed more accurately in terms of ra-
dial distribution functions g(r) given in Ref. 17, but it shall
suffice to say that the first-shell coordination number around
the Cr31 is 6, at an average distance of 2.0 Å, whereas the
corresponding values for the second shell are 14 and 4.08 Å,
respectively.
Since the role played by hydrogen atoms in the determi-
nation of XAS spectra is not well established,2,3,24 a tentative09220theoretical XANES spectrum has been computed over the
same set of snapshots without including hydrogen atoms.
The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 ~dotted line!. As a
consequence of a shift in the Fermi level of 13 eV, a global
displacement of the curve is obtained. This effect results
from the elimination of electropositive atoms in the self-
consistent computation of the wave function. Apart from the
global displacement, the edge is substantially broadened and
masks the characteristic shoulder at around 6020 eV; the in-
tensity of the oscillation in the region 6040–6100 eV is re-
duced.
In Fig. 2~a!, the averaged spectrum discussed previously
is represented in comparison with two limiting lines corre-
sponding to the standard deviation of individual configura-
tion contributions to the spectrum. It is worth noting that the
absolute indetermination is large. This contrasts with the tra-
ditional view that structural disorder, typically expressed
through Debye-Waller factors, can be neglected in XANES
spectra since they correspond to low k. The indetermination
is most important in the region of high slope, and interest-
ingly, it is also high in the region of the shoulder. In Fig.
2~b!, XANES spectra of individual instantaneous structures
of the simulation are displayed. The interesting fact derived
from this figure is that most spectra are in fair agreement
with the averaged one over some regions, but they are quite
different over other energy regions. The edge can be slightly
displaced and the feature corresponding to the shoulder in
the averaged spectrum shows different shapes ranging from a
narrow shoulder to a new peak. This explains the importance
of making a thorough sampling of the configurational space.
The damping, included softly by the consideration of a large
number of individual computed spectra, converts peaks and
shoulders into the characteristic features observed in the ex-
perimental spectrum. Considering the magnitude of the stan-
dard deviations and the peculiar shape of the spectrum, it
seems unlikely that it can be modeled by a single represen-
tative configuration.
To identify the contributions responsible for each feature
FIG. 1. Comparison of XANES spectra from experiment ~bold
solid line! and from the MD simulation average ~bold dashed line!.
The dotted curve corresponds to the MD simulation average exclud-
ing hydrogen atoms from the calculations. The Fermi level at 5993
eV for the theoretical calculations ~including hydrogen atoms! is
indicated.1-2
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represented in Fig. 3, vertically offset by 0.5 from each other.
In a study on Ni21 hydration, Benfatto et al.2 make calcula-
tions of first-shell-only clusters $i.e., @Ni(H2O)6#21% and
find a XANES spectrum that exhibits a small shoulder. When
the orientation of the first-shell water molecules is modified,
this shoulder rises. Following this reasoning line, we per-
formed three calculations: ~i! the average from MD simula-
tion snapshots when considering only first-shell water mol-
ecules, ~ii! a symmetric cluster that includes only the first
coordination shell water molecules, and ~iii! a first- and
second-shell symmetrical cluster. The distances in the sym-
metric clusters were chosen using the radial distribution
functions of the simulation. The geometry is such that every
first-shell hydrogen atom is hydrogen bonded linearly to a
second-shell oxygen atom. Twelve second-shell water mol-
ecules are thus present in this cluster.
The averaged spectrum corresponding to first-shell water
molecules using the snapshots from MD simulations ~line 1
in Fig. 3! is quite instructive. With respect to the spectrum of
a symmetric first-shell cluster ~line 2!, differences are quite
small. The main difference is that the edge intensity is low-
ered whereas the shoulder has the same intensity and be-
comes marginally broader. It can also be seen that at higher
energies, the oscillations are smeared out. In the comparison
of the spectra from MD simulations where only one ~line 1!
or several shells ~bold dashed line in Fig. 1! are considered,
it appears that the differences are important. This is also the
case when the spectrum corresponding to the symmetric
cluster with only one hydration shell is compared with the
one having two hydration shells ~line 3!. Thus, when second-
shell contributions are included in potential and full
FIG. 2. Calculated XANES spectra: ~a! Averaged spectrum
~solid line! and its standard deviation ~dotted lines! and ~b! indi-
vidual XANES spectra computed from different snapshots.09220multiple-scattering calculations, the shape of the spectrum is
much more similar to the experimental one. The symmetric
cluster reproduces several of the features of the spectrum,
although at the position of the shoulder a new peak appears.
One can imagine that the final appearance of the shoulder at
6020 eV in the calculated ~and experimental! XANES spec-
trum is the result of the statistical average introduced by the
set of MD snapshots used to compute the individual spectra.
In this sense, new efforts should be undertaken to relate sets
of MD configurations exhibiting common geometrical prop-
erties ~characterized by n-body distribution functions! with
structural features of the absorption spectrum. This would
allow a more precise interpretation of the experimental spec-
trum.
Summarizing, the calculated XANES spectrum repro-
duces perfectly the experimental one, leading us to think that
both the structural data obtained in the simulation and the
algorithm implemented in FEFF are reliable. A study of the
cluster showed that important contributions to the spectrum
are due to the second-shell water molecules. The correct
smearing out and quantitative agreement with the experimen-
tal spectrum are only possible if one includes the disorder of
the liquid phase, for example in a statistical way as was done
in this study. The importance of fluctuations of the structure
around absorber atoms forces one to take them into account
when establishing a correlation between features of the
XANES spectrum and structural parameters. Whereas in EX-
AFS a model ~or average! structure can be used taking into
account the disorder with Debye-Waller factors, the results
presented here indicate that this approach doesn’t seem to be
valid for the XANES region of the spectrum.
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FIG. 3. Calculated XANES spectra corresponding, from top to
bottom, to an averaged spectrum from MD snapshots of first-shell
environment ~1!, a symmetrical first-shell cluster ~2!, and a sym-
metrical cluster of first- and second-shell water molecules ~3!.1-3
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